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Abstract

The invariance of the meaning of aλ-term by reduction/expansion w.r.t. the considered
computational rules is one of the minimal requirements for aλ-model. Being the intersec-
tion type systems a general framework for the study of semantic domains for the Lambda-
calculus, the present paper provides a characterisation of “meaning invariance” in terms
of characterisation results for intersection type systems enabling typing invariance of terms
w.r.t. various notions of reduction/expansion, likeβ, η and a number of relevant restrictions
of theirs.

1 Introduction

A fundamental notion in any computational model is that ofbasiccomputational
step. For the Lambda-calculus, the computational model at the basis of the func-
tional programming paradigm, such a notion is embodied by theβ-reduction rule

(λx.M)N →β M [x := N ]

Even if such a notion of reduction can undergo a deeper analysis, as it has been done
in various calculi which “decompose” it in more “atomic” steps (like the calculi of
explicit substitution, among which [1], [20]), yet, up to now, no other reduction rule
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has been widely recognised as the core of the computational process for functional
programs.

It is no surprise at all that any reasonable notion of computational step does not
change the meaning of the object on which it operates, being a computational pro-
cess intended simply to make such a meaning moreexplicit. It is hence clear why
any classical formalisation of a semantics for the Lambda-calculus is required to
beadequate, that is to provide the same “meaning” forconvertibletermsM =β N ,
i.e. terms that can be obtained one out of the other by means of a number of
β-reductions andβ-expansions (where the notion ofβ-expansion is the obvious in-
verse of that ofβ-reduction).
“Meaning preservation” byβ-reduction, and byβ-expansion, are therefore two
very basic requirements whose deep investigation cannot be overlooked in any
foundational study of the denotational semantics of functional programs.

Such an investigation is indeed the general context of the present paper. How-
ever, it is not even possible to start investigating unless one does not manage to
identify a finitary and natural framework where most of the many models proposed
in the literature for the Lambda-calculus can be “embedded” and analysed.

Type systems for intersection types are definitely a framework with the qualities
we are looking for: they form a class of type assignment systems for the untyped
λ-calculus which allow to express, in a natural and finitary way, many of the most
importantdenotationalproperties of terms (as a matter of fact also many relevant
operationalproperties can be characterised by means of intersection types).
Indeed intersection types are a powerful tool both for the analysis and the synthesis
of λ-models (seee.g. [6] [9], [14], [19], [18], [23] and the references there): on
the one hand, intersection type disciplines provide finitary inductive definitions of
interpretation ofλ-terms in models. On the other hand, they are suggestive for the
shape the domain model has to have in order to exhibit certain properties, see [9],
[19], [4], [5], [13], [12].

Intersection types can be also viewed as a restriction of the domain theory in
logical form, see [2], to the special case of modelling pure Lambda-calculus by
means ofω-algebraic complete lattices. Many properties of these models can be
proved using this paradigm, which goes back to Stone duality.

Different finitary characterisations of models for the Lambda-calculus can be
obtained by introducing specific constants, typing rules and type preorders in the
basic intersection type assignment system. An element of a particular domain, rep-
resenting the denotational meaning of a termM , comes out to correspond to the set
of types that can be inferred forM .
It is then clear that in the framework of intersection type systems, the require-
ments of “meaning preservation” byβ-reduction and “meaning preservation by
β-expansion” can be fully formalised in terms of typing invariance, namely, in type
theory terminology, by the so called Subject reduction/expansion properties.

The contribution of the present paper to the investigation of the above men-
tioned “meaning preservation” requirements, is to try and isolate necessary and
sufficient conditions to be satisfied by domains, finitary representable using types,
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in order the requirements to be met. In our particular perspective this will amount
to prove a number of characterisation results for the intersection type systems en-
joying Subjectβ-reduction/expansion properties.

Even if of no real computational meaning, theη-rule (the formalisation of the
notion of extensionality) plays a crucial role in denotational semantics. We then
show also how to characterise the intersection type systems enjoying Subjectη-
reduction/expansion properties.

It is worth noticing that there have been devised in the literature also many
restrictions of theβ rule, in order to formalise particular sorts of computations. In-
teresting examples of such restrictions are Plotkin’sβv-rule [22], theβ-I -rule [11]
and theβ-N-rule [18]. In this paper we shall prove that it is possible to characterise
Subject reduction/expansion properties also for such restricted notions of compu-
tations.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we recall the definitions of inter-
section types and intersection type preorders. We shall briefly recall also the main
systems proposed in the literature, in particular those related to the use of intersec-
tion types for denotational semantics. We shall also introduce conditions on type
preorders to be used in our characterisation results. Section 3 discusses intersection
type assignment systems and their properties. In Section 4 our characterisations re-
sults will be given. For lack of space many proofs are omitted. They can be found
in www.dmi.unict.it/ ∼barba/PAPERS/ext-wollic03.ps .

2 Intersection type languages and type preorders

In this section we shall recall the main notions concerning intersection type lan-
guages and type preorders.
Intersection typesare syntactical objects built by closing a given setCC of type
atoms(constants) under thefunction typeconstructor→ and theintersection type
constructor∩.

Definition 2.1 [Intersection Type Language] Theintersection type languageover
CC, denoted byTT = TT(CC) is defined by the following abstract syntax:

TT = CC | TT→TT | TT ∩ TT.

Notation. Upper case Roman letters i.e.A,B, . . ., will denote arbitrary types.
When writing intersection types we shall use the following convention: the con-
structor∩ takes precedence over the constructor→ and→ associates to the right.
For example

(A→B→C) ∩ A→B→C ≡ ((A→(B→C)) ∩ A)→(B→C).

In this paper we shall be concerned with several different intersection type lan-
guages arising from taking different sets of type atoms, depending on which typing
invariance properties we want to capture. Typical choices for the set of type atoms
areCC∞, a countable set of constants, or finite sets like{Ω, ϕ, ω} or {ν}.
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Most of the expressive power of intersection type languages comes from the
fact that they are endowed with apreorder relation, ≤, which induces, on the set
of types, the structure of a meet semi-lattice with respect to∩. This appears nat-
ural when we think of types as sets of denotations and interpret∩ as set-theoretic
intersection, and≤ as set inclusion.

Definition 2.2 [Intersection Type Preorder] Anintersection type preorderΣ =
(CC,≤) is a binary relation≤ on TT(CC) satisfying the following set of axioms and
rules:

(refl) A ≤ A (idem) A ≤ A ∩ A

(inclL) A ∩B ≤ A (inclR) A ∩B ≤ B

(mon)
A ≤ A′ B ≤ B′

A ∩B ≤ A′ ∩B′ (trans)
A ≤ B B ≤ C

A ≤ C

(Ω) if Ω∈CC A ≤ Ω (ν) if ν∈CC A→B ≤ ν

Notation. We will write A ∼ B for A ≤ B andB ≤ A.

Axiom (Ω) states that the type preorders containing the constantΩ have a max-
imal element. It is particularly meaningful when used in combination with the
Ω-type assignment systems, which essentially treatΩ as the universal type of all
λ-terms (see Definition 3.4).

Axiom (ν) states thatν is above any arrow type. This axiom agrees with the
ν-type assignment systems, which treatν as the universal type of allλ-abstractions
(see Definition 3.6). Notice that the role ofν may be played by the typeΩ→Ω,
whenΩ is in CC. For this reason it is of no use to have at the same timeν andΩ,
hence we impose as pragmatic rule that the two constants do not occur together in
anyCC.
Notice that associativity and commutativity of∩ (as always modulo∼) follow eas-
ily from the above axioms and rules. For instance, commutativity is immediate:

A ∩B ≤ (A ∩B) ∩ (A ∩B) ≤ B ∩ A.
Being∩ commutative and associative, we will write

⋂
i≤nAi for A1 ∩ . . . ∩ An.

Similarly we shall write∩i∈IAi, whereI denotes always a finite set. Moreover we
convene that∩i∈∅Ai is Ω whenΩ∈CC.

All the type preorders considered so far in the literature are defined for lan-
guages over finite or countable sets of atoms and they are “generated” by recursive
sets5 of axioms and rules of the shapeA ≤ B (where5 it is said to generate≤
whenA ≤ B holds if and only if it can be derived from the axioms and rules of5
together with those in Definition 2.2). Such generated preorders have been referred
to astype theories. We will denote them byΣ5 = (CC5,≤5).
Note that there are only countably many possible5; hence, there are uncountably
many preorders which cannot be represented this way. Note also that the corre-
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spondence5 7→≤5 is not injective.
In this paper, instead, we try to be as general as possible, sticking to our notion of
type preorder which indeed extends the notion of type preorders usually considered
in the literature, where rules (Ω) and (ν) are not taken into account and are instead
postulated inside the recursive sets generating the type theory.

Figure 1 shows a list of special purpose axioms and rules which have been
considered in the literature, and which we shall briefly discuss in the following.

(Ω-η) Ω ≤ Ω→Ω (→-∩) (A→B) ∩ (A→C) ≤ A→B ∩ C

(Ω-lazy) A→B ≤ Ω→Ω (→-∩∼) (A→B) ∩ (A→C) ∼ A→B ∩ C

(η)
A′ ≤ A B ≤ B′

A→B ≤ A′→B′ (η∼)
A′ ∼ A B ∼ B′

A→B ∼ A′→B′

(ω-Scott) Ω→ω ∼ ω (ω-Park) ω→ω ∼ ω

(ωϕ) ω ≤ ϕ (ϕ→ω) ϕ→ω ∼ ω

(ω→ϕ) ω→ϕ ∼ ϕ (I) (ϕ→ϕ) ∩ (ω→ω) ∼ ω

Fig. 1. Possible Axioms and Rules concerning≤.

The meaning of axioms and rules of Figure 1 can be grasped if we take types
to denote subsets of a domain of discourse and we look at→ as the function space
constructor in the light of Curry-Scott semantics, see [25]. Thus the typeA→B
denotes the set oftotal functions which map each element ofA into an element of
B.

SinceΩ represents the maximal element, i.e. the whole universe, thenΩ→Ω is
the set of functions which applied to an arbitrary element return again an arbitrary
element. Thus, axiom (Ω-η) expresses the fact that all the objects in our domain
of discourse are total functions, i.e. thatΩ is equal toΩ→Ω [6]. If now we want
to capture only those terms which truly represent functions, as we do for example
in the lazyλ-calculus, we cannot assume axiom (Ω-η). One still may postulate
the weaker property (Ω-lazy) to make all functions total [3]. It simply says that
an element which is a function, because it mapsA into B, maps also the whole
universe into itself.

The intended interpretation of arrow types motivates axiom (→-∩), which im-
plies that if a function mapsA intoB, and the same function maps alsoA into C,
then, actually, it maps the wholeA into the intersection betweenB andC (i.e. into
B ∩ C), see [6].

Rule(η) is also very natural in view of the set-theoretic interpretation. It implies
that the arrow constructor is contra-variant in the first argument and covariant in the
second one. It is clear that if a function mapsA intoB, and we take a subsetA′ of
A and a supersetB′ of B, then this function will map alsoA′ intoB′, see [6].

The rules (→-∩∼) and (η∼) are similar to the rules (→-∩) and (η). They capture
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properties of the graph models for the untyped lambda calculus, see [23] and [15].
The remaining axioms express peculiar properties of D∞-like inverse limit mod-

els, see [6], [10], [9], [19], [17], [12].
We can introduce now a list of significant intersection type preorders which

have been extensively considered in the literature. The order is logical, rather than
historical, and some references define the models, others deal with the correspond-
ing filter models: [7], [8], [18], [19], [14], [3], [6], [24], [21], [9], [23], [15], [13].

These preorders are of the formΣ5 = (CC5,≤5), with various different names
5, picked for mnemonic reasons. In Figure 2 we list their sets of constantsCC5 and
their sets5 of extra axioms and rules taken from Figure 1. HereCC∞ is an infinite
set of fresh atoms (i.e. different fromΩ, ν, ϕ, ω).

CCCD = CC∞ CD = ∅

CCCDV = CC∞ CDV = {(→-∩), (η)}

CCHL = {ϕ, ω} HL = CDV ∪ {(ωϕ), (ϕ→ω), (ω→ϕ)}

CCHR = {ϕ, ω} HR = CDV ∪ {(ωϕ), (ω→ϕ), (I)}

CCEHR = {ν} EHR = CDV ∪ {(ν)}

CCAO = {Ω} AO = CDV ∪ {(Ω), (Ω-lazy)}

CCBCD = {Ω} ∪ CC∞ BCD = CDV ∪ {(Ω), (Ω-η)}

CCSc = {Ω, ω} Sc = BCD ∪ {(ω-Scott)}

CCPa = {Ω, ω} Pa = BCD ∪ {(ω-Park)}

CCCDZ = {Ω, ϕ, ω} CDZ = HL ∪ BCD

CCPl = {Ω, ϕ} Pl = {(Ω), (η∼)}

CCEn = {Ω} ∪ CC∞ En = Pl ∪ {(→-∩∼), (Ω-η)}

CCDHM = {Ω, ϕ, ω} DHM = BCD ∪ {(ωϕ), (ω-Scott), (ω→ϕ)}

Fig. 2. Particular Atoms, Axioms and Rules.

We define two conditions on type preorders to be used in our characterisation
results for ruleβ.

Definition 2.3 Let Σ = (CC,≤) be a type preorder.

(i) Σ is betaiff for all I, Ai, Bi, C,D∈TT(CC):⋂
i∈I(Ai→Bi) ≤ C→D ⇔

⋂
i∈JBi ≤ D whereJ = {i∈I | C ≤ Ai}.

(ii) Σ is ν-sound iff ν 6∼ A→B for all A, B∈TT(CC).

A few comments on the previous definition. If we look at∩ as representing join
and arrow types as representing step functions, then the condition for a type theory
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of being beta, is exactly the relation which holds between sups of step functions
[16].
The condition of beingν-sound is used to prevent bothν from being a redundant
type and from assigning too many types to aλ-abstraction (assigningν amounts
exactly to discriminating an abstraction and nothing more). Notice thatΣ is trivially
ν-sound whenν 6 ∈CC.
WhenΣ = Σ5, for some5, it is usually possible to prove the conditions defined
above by induction on the derivation of the generated clause of the preorder.

Proposition 2.4

(i) All the type theories of Figure 2 are beta.

(ii) All the type theories of Figure 2 areν-sound.

Notation. We write “the type preorderΣ validates5” to mean that all axioms and
rules of5 are admissible inΣ.

In order to characterise the invariance of typing underη-expansion, we need to
introduce a further condition on type preorders, which essentially says that each
atomic type either is greater or equal to a type which can be deduced for all terms
which are abstractions or it is between two intersections of arrow types strictly
related.

Definition 2.5 [Eta Preorders] A type preorder(CC,≤) is etaiff for all ψ∈CC either⋂
i∈I(Ai→Bi)≤ψ for someI, Ai, Bi∈TT(CC) such thatBi∼Ω for all i∈I or ν≤ψ or

there exist non empty families of types{Ai, Bi}i∈I , {Di,j, Ei,j}j∈Ji
in TT(CC) such

that ⋂
i∈I(Ai→Bi)≤ψ ≤

⋂
i∈I(

⋂
j∈Ji

(Di,j→Ei,j)) &
∀i∈I. Ai ≤

⋂
j∈Ji

Di,j &
⋂

j∈Ji
Ei,j ≤ Bi.

It is easy to verify that if(CC,≤) validatesCDV then the condition of the above
definition simplifies to the requirement that all atomic types are either greater than
Ω → Ω or greater thanν, or they are equivalent to a suitable intersection of arrow
types, namely

∀ψ∈CC.Ω → Ω ≤ ψ or ν ≤ ψ or ∃I, {Ai, Bi}i∈I .
⋂

i∈I(Ai→Bi)∼ψ.

The following proposition singles out all type preorders of Figure 2 which are
eta.

Proposition 2.6 If 5∈{HL, EHR,AO, Sc,Pa, CDZ,DHM}, thenΣ5 is an eta pre-
order.

3 Intersection Type Assignments

We are now ready to introduce the crucial notion ofintersection type assignment
system. First we need a few preliminary definitions.
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Definition 3.1 (i) A basisoverCC is a set of statements of the shapex:B, where
B∈TT(CC), all whose variables are distinct.

(ii) An intersection-type assignment systemrelative toΣ = (CC,≤), denoted by
λ∩Σ, is a formal system for deriving judgements of the formΓ `Σ M : A,
where thesubjectM is an untypedλ-term, thepredicateA is in TT(CC), andΓ
is a basis overCC.

(Ax) Γ `Σ
B x:A if (x:A∈Γ)

(→I)
Γ, x:A `Σ

B M : B

Γ `Σ
B λx.M : A→B

(→E)
Γ `Σ

B M : A→ B Γ `Σ
B N : A

Γ `Σ
B MN : B

(∩I)
Γ `Σ

B M : A Γ `Σ
B M : B

Γ `Σ
B M : A ∩B

(≤)
Γ `Σ

B M : A A ≤ B

Γ `Σ
B M : B

Fig. 3. The Axioms and Rules of the Basic Type Assignment System.

Notation. WhenΣ = Σ5 we shall denoteλ∩Σ and`Σ by λ∩5 and`5, respec-
tively.

Various type assignment systems can be defined, each of them parametrized w.r.t a
Σ=(CC,≤). The simplest system is given in the following definition.

Definition 3.2 [Basic Type Assignment System]
Given a type preorderΣ, the axioms and rules of thebasic type assignment system,
denoted byλ∩Σ

B , for deriving judgementsΓ `Σ
B M : A, are shown in Figure 3.

Example 3.3 Self-application can be easily typed inλ∩Σ
B , as follows.

x:(A→B) ∩A `Σ
B x:(A→B) ∩A

(≤)
x:(A→B) ∩A `Σ

B x:A→B

x:(A→B) ∩A `Σ
B x:(A→B) ∩A

(≤)
x:(A→B) ∩A `Σ

B x:A
(→E)

x:(A→B) ∩A `Σ
B xx:B

(→I)
`Σ
B λx.xx : (A→B) ∩A→B

If Ω∈CC, a natural choice is to setΩ as the universal type of allλ-terms. This
amounts to modify the basic type assignment system by adding a suitable axiom
for Ω.

Definition 3.4 [Ω-type Assignment System]
Given a type preorderΣ = (CC,≤) with Ω∈CC, the axioms and rules of theΩ-type
assignment system(denotedλ∩Σ

Ω), for deriving judgements of the formΓ `Σ
Ω M :

A, are those of the basic one, plus the further axiom

(Ax-Ω) Γ `Σ
Ω M : Ω.
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Example 3.5 Also non-strongly normalising terms can be typed inλ∩Σ
Ω even with

a type different fromΩ. Note the usage of the axiom(Ax-Ω). Let ∆ ≡ λx.xx.

x:A, y:Ω `Σ
Ω x : A

(→I)
y:Ω `Σ

Ω λx.x : A→A
(→I)

`Σ
Ω λyx.x : Ω→A→A `Σ

Ω ∆∆ : Ω
(→E)

`Σ
Ω (λyx.x)(∆∆) : A→A

Analogously to the case ofΩ, whenν∈CC, it is natural to considerν as the
universal type for abstractions, hence modifying the basic system by the addition
of a special axiom forν.

Definition 3.6 [ν-type Assignment System]
Given a type preorderΣ = (CC,≤) with ν∈CC, the axioms and rules of theν-type
assignment system(denotedλ∩Σ

ν ), for deriving judgements of the formΓ `Σ
ν M :

A, are those of the basic one, plus the further axiom

(Ax-ν) Γ `Σ
ν λx.M : ν.

Example 3.7 Using axiom(Ax-ν) we can again type non-strongly normalising
terms, but not the term of Example 3.5, as proved in [14].

x:A, y:ν `Σ
ν x : A

(→I)
y:ν `Σ

ν λx.x : A→A
(→I)

`Σ
ν λyx.x : ν→A→A `Σ

ν λz.∆∆ : ν
(→E)

`Σ
ν (λyx.x)(λz.∆∆) : A→A

For simplicity we assume the symbolsΩ andν to be reserved for the universal
type constants respectively used in the systemsλ∩Σ

Ω andλ∩Σ
ν . i.e. we forbidΩ∈CC

or ν∈CC when we deal withλ∩Σ
B .

Notation. In the followingλ∩Σ will range overλ∩Σ
B , λ∩Σ

Ω andλ∩Σ
ν . More pre-

cisely we assume thatλ∩Σ stands forλ∩Σ
Ω wheneverΩ∈CC, for λ∩Σ

ν whenever
ν∈CC, and forλ∩Σ

B otherwise. Similarly for̀ Σ. If there is no danger of confusion,
we often write simplyTT for TTΣ and` for `Σ.

The subterm property does not hold in general forλ∩Σ
ν . In factλx.M is typable

also whenM is not typable. Moreover, inλ∩Σ
Ω andλ∩Σ

ν , a judgementΓ `Σ M : A
does not implyFV (M) ⊆ Γ.

One of the most interesting features of intersection type systems is that of en-
abling precise characterisation results of many important sets of Lambda-terms,
among which the one of Strongly-Normalizing terms. We state in the following
theorem such a result that shall be needed in the next section, for a proof see [13].

Theorem 3.8 (Characterization of strongly normalising terms) Aλ-termM∈SN
if and only if for all type preordersΣ there existA∈TT and aCC-basisΓ such that
Γ `Σ

B M : A.
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3.1 Admissible Rules

In this subsection we introduce a few relevant properties of intersection types,
which we shall need for our characterisation results in the next section.

Many interesting type assignment rules can be proved to be admissible.

Proposition 3.9 (Admissible rules)For arbitrary intersection type theoriesΣ the
following rules are admissible in the intersection type assignment systemλ∩Σ.

(∩El)
Γ `Σ M : A ∩B

Γ `Σ M : A
(∩Er)

Γ `Σ M : A ∩B
Γ `Σ M : B

(W)
Γ `Σ M : A x /∈ Γ

Γ, x:B `Σ M : A
(C)

Γ, x:B `Σ M : A Γ `Σ N : B

Γ `Σ M [x := N ] : A

(S)
Γ, x:B `Σ M : A x 6 ∈FV (M)

Γ `Σ M : A
(≤ L)

Γ, x:B `Σ M : A C ≤ B

Γ, x:C `Σ M : A
2

In the following we shall freely use the rules of the above Proposition.

3.2 Generation Lemmas

We introduce now a few properties enabling to “reverse” some of the rules of the
type assignment systemsλ∩Σ, so as to achieve some form of generation (or inver-
sion) lemmas (see Theorems 3.10 and 3.11).

Such properties are not trivial. For instance, for the arrow elimination rule, in
general we can only say that whenΓ `Σ MN : A, then there are a non-empty, finite
setI and typesBi, Ci, such that for eachi∈I, Γ `Σ M : Bi→Ci, Γ `Σ N : Bi, and
moreover

⋂
i∈I Ci ≤ A. Reasoning similarly on the rule(→I), one can conclude

again that it cannot be reversed. More formally, we get the following theorem.

Notation. When we write “...assumeA 6∼Σ Ω...” we mean that this condition
is always true when we deal with̀Σ

B and`Σ
ν , while it must be checked for̀Σ

Ω.
Similarly, the conditionν 6≤Σ A must be checked just for̀Σν .

Theorem 3.10 (Generation Lemma I)LetΣ be a type preorder.

(i) AssumeA 6∼Σ Ω. ThenΓ `Σ MN : A iff Γ `Σ M : Bi→Ci, Γ `Σ N : Bi,
and

⋂
i∈I Ci ≤ A for someI non-empty andBi, Ci∈TT.

(ii) Assumeν 6≤ A. ThenΓ `Σ λx.M : A iff Γ, x:Bi `Σ M : Ci, and⋂
i∈I(Bi→Ci) ≤ A for someI non-empty andBi, Ci∈TT.

Using the properties introduced in Definition 2.3, we can give now a rather
powerful generation lemma forλ∩Σ, which is one of the essential ingredients for
the proofs of our results.

Special cases of this theorem have been previously proved in [6], [10], [9], [19],
[14].
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Notation. We write “the type preorderΣ validates5” to mean that all axioms and
rules of5 are admissible inΣ.

Theorem 3.11 (Generation Lemma II) LetΣ be a type preorder.

(i) AssumeA 6∼Ω. ThenΓ `Σ x : A iff (x:B)∈Γ andB ≤ A for someB∈TTΣ.

(ii) AssumeA 6∼Ω and letΣ validateCDV. ThenΓ `Σ MN : A iff Γ `Σ M :
B→A, andΓ `Σ N : B for someB∈TTΣ.

(iii) LetΣ beν-sound and beta. ThenΓ `Σ λx.M : B→C iff Γ, x:B `Σ M : C.

4 Characterization of Subject Reduction and Expansion

In the literature, to which we have provided many references in the previous sec-
tions, many models for the Lambda-calculus and a number of its restrictions have
been shown to be finitary representable by means of (intersection) types. We now
address the general issue of “meaning preservation” by reduction/expansion, dealt
with in the Introduction, by characterising the intersection type systems in which
types are preserved under various notions of reductions and expansions:β, η, to-
gether with some of theirrestrictionsgiven in the literature, likeβv, β-I andβ-N.

Let us first recall the definitions of these redexes.

Definition 4.1 [Restricted Redexes]

(i) A redex(λx.M)N is aβv-redexif N is a variable or an abstraction [22].

(ii) A redex (λx.M)N is aβ-I -redexif x∈FV (M) [11].

(iii) A redex (λx.M)N is a β-N-redexif x /∈ FV (M) andN is a closed strongly
normalising term [18].

We introduce rules of the form

(R-exp)
M →R N Γ ` N : A

Γ `M : A
(R-red)

M →R N Γ `M : A

Γ ` N : A
where→R denotes the reduction relation obtained by restricting the contraction
to the set of R-redexes. Admissibility of the above rules in a type assignment is
usually referred to assubject expansionandsubject reduction, respectively.

Theorem 4.2 (Characterization of subjectβ-reduction/expansion)

(i) If Γ `Σ M [x := N ] : A thenΓ `Σ (λx.M)N : A iff N is typable in the
contextΓ.

(ii) (β-expansion) Rule (β-exp) is admissible inλ∩Σ iff the condition of(i) holds
for all pairs ofβ-redexes and correspondingβ-contracta.

(iii) (β-reduction) Rule (β-red) is admissible inλ∩Σ iff rule (→I) can be reversed,
i.e. for all Γ,M,A,B: Γ `Σ λx.M : B→A ⇒ Γ, x:B `Σ M : A.

Proof. (i) (⇒) Clearly if N is not typable in the contextΓ then also(λx.M)N has no
type inΓ by Theorem 3.10(i).

11
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(⇐) Let D be a deduction ofΓ `Σ M [x := N ] : A andΓi `Σ N : Bi for i∈I be all
the statements inD whose subject isN . Without loss of generality we can assume thatx
does not occur inΓ.
If I is non-empty, notice thatΓ ⊆ Γi but Γ � FV (N) = Γi � FV (N) (by Γ � X we
denote{x : A∈Γ | x∈X}). So using rules (S) and(∩I), we have thatΓ `Σ N :

⋂
i∈I Bi.

Moreover, one can easily see, by induction onM , thatΓ, x :
⋂

i∈I Bi `Σ M : A. Thus,
by rule (→I), we haveΓ `Σ λx.M :

⋂
i∈I Bi→A. Hence, by(→E) we can conclude

Γ `Σ (λx.M)N : A.
If I is empty, we get fromD a derivation ofΓ `Σ M : A by replacing eachN by x. By
assumption there exists aB such thatΓ `Σ N : B. By rule (W) we getΓ, x : B `Σ M : A
and we can conclude as in previous case.

(ii) The proof by a double induction on→β and on derivations is straightforward.
(iii) (⇒) AssumeΓ `Σ λx.M : B→A, which impliesΓ, y:B `Σ (λx.M)y : A by rule

(→E) for a freshy. The admissibility of rule (β-red) gives usΓ, y:B `Σ M [x := y] : A.
HenceΓ, x:B `Σ M : A.

(⇐) It suffices to show thatΓ `Σ (λx.M)N : A implies Γ `Σ M [x := N ] : A.
The caseA∼Ω is trivial for λ∩Σ

Ω. Otherwise by Theorem 3.10(ii), there exists a finite set
I and typesBi, Ci such thatΓ `Σ λx.M : Bi→Ci, Γ `Σ N : Bi and

⋂
i∈I Ci ≤ A.

By hypothesis we getΓ, x:Bi `Σ M : Ci. ThenΓ `Σ M [x := N ] : Ci follows by an
application of rule (C), and so we can concludeΓ `Σ M [x := N ] : A using rules (∩I) and
(≤). 2

Corollary 4.3 If Σ is ν-sound and beta then rule (β-red) is admissible inλ∩Σ.

The rather contrived statement given in Theorem 4.2(i) above is immediately
met inλ∩Σ

Ω, in λ∩Σ
B whenx∈FV (M) and inλ∩Σ

ν whenN is an abstraction. For
restrictedβ-expansions we can give the following simple conditions on type pre-
orders.

Corollary 4.4

(i) Rule (β-I -exp) is admissible in allλ∩Σ
B andλ∩Σ

Ω, but in noλ∩Σ
ν .

(ii) Rule (β-N-exp) is admissible in allλ∩Σ.

(iii) Rule (βv-exp) is admissible in allλ∩Σ
Ω andλ∩Σ

ν , provided that in this last case
each basisΓ contains a statement for each term variable4 . It never holds in
λ∩Σ

B .

(iv) Rule (β-exp) is admissible in allλ∩Σ
Ω, but never inλ∩Σ

B andλ∩Σ
ν .

Proof. Each of the four items but (ii) follow from Theorem 4.2. An example showing
that (β-I -exp) is not admissible inλ∩Σ

ν is `5ν λx.z : ν and 6`5ν (λyx.y)z : ν.
Item (ii) is a consequence of Theorem 3.8, stating that each strongly normalising term
is typable in all intersection type systems from a suitable basis. So all closed strongly
normalising terms are typable in all intersection type systems starting from the empty basis.

For the non admissibility of (βv-exp) in λ∩Σ
B and of (β-exp) in λ∩Σ

B andλ∩Σ
ν , notice

that we can always derivèΣ λx.x : A→A, but by the Generation Lemmas I and II

4 This assumption is sensible for the call-by-valueλ-calculus.
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(Theorems 3.10(i) and 3.11(i)) we cannot derive the same type for(λyx.x)z from the empty
basis without using (Ax-Ω). 2

Notice that there areβ-redexes that, without beingβ-I -redexes orβ-N-redexes,
are typable whenever their contracta are. As an example take(λx.y)y.

Theorem 4.5 (Characterization of subjectη-reduction/expansion)

(i) Rule (η-exp) is admissible inλ∩Σ iff Σ is eta.

(ii) Rule (η-red) is admissible inλ∩Σ
B iff Σ validatesCDV, in λ∩Σ

Ω iff Σ validates
BCD, and it is never admissible inλ∩Σ

ν .

Proof. (i) (⇒) Let ♦∈CC be a constant that does not satisfy the first two conditions in
Definition 2.5. We can derivex:♦ `Σ x : ♦. To derivex:♦ `Σ λy.xy : ♦ by Theorem
3.10(ii) we needI, Ai, Bi such thatx:♦, y:Ai `Σ xy : Bi for all i∈I and

⋂
i∈I(Ai→Bi) ≤

♦. This impliesBi 6∼Ω for all i∈I, otherwise the first condition of Definition 2.5 would be
satisfied. Now by Theorem 3.10(i) we getx:♦, y:Ai `Σ x : Di,j→Ei,j , x:♦, y:Ai `Σ

y : Di,j , and∩j∈JiEi,j ≤ Bi for someJi, Di,j , Ei,j . By Theorem 3.11(i) we have♦ ≤
Di,j→Ei,j andAi ≤ Di,j for all i∈I andj∈Ji. So we conclude⋂

i∈I(Ai→Bi)≤♦ ≤
⋂

i∈I(
⋂

j∈Ji
(Di,j→Ei,j))

∀i∈I. Ai ≤
⋂

j∈Ji
Di,j &

⋂
j∈Ji

Ei,j ≤ Bi.

(⇐) The proof thatΓ `Σ M : A impliesΓ `Σ λx.Mx : A, wherex is fresh, is by
induction on the structure ofA. If A is a type constant, then we use the fact thatΣ is eta
in order to do the derivation discussed in the proof of (⇒). Suppose thatΓ `Σ M : ψ for
someψ∈CC such that:⋂

i∈I(Ai→Bi)≤ψ ≤
⋂

i∈I(
⋂

j∈Ji
(Di,j→Ei,j))

∀i∈I. Ai ≤
⋂

j∈Ji
Di,j &

⋂
j∈Ji

Ei,j ≤ Bi.

By rule (≤) we can deriveΓ `Σ M : Di,j→Ei,j for all i∈I, j∈Ji, and soΓ, x:Di,j `Σ

Mx : Ei,j by rule (→E). From (≤ L), (∩I) and (≤) we getΓ, x:Ai `Σ Mx : Bi and this
impliesΓ `Σ λx.Mx : Ai→Bi using rule (→I). So we can conclude by (∩I) and (≤) that
Γ `Σ λx.Mx : ψ. The other cases are easy.

(ii) (⇒) Let us assume thatΣ does not validate axiom (→-∩), i.e. that there are types
A,B,C such that(A→B)∩(A→C) 6≤ A→B∩C. We can derivex:(A→B)∩(A→C) `Σ

B
λy.xy : A→B ∩ C using (≤), (→E), (∩I), and (→I), but x : A→B ∩ C cannot be
derived fromx:(A→B) ∩ (A→C) by Theorem 3.11(i). Now suppose thatΣ does not
validate rule (η), i.e. that there are typesA,B,C,D such thatA ≤ B andC ≤ D but
B→C 6≤ A→D. We can derivex:B→C `Σ

B λy.xy : A→D using (≤), (→E), and (→I),
butx:B→C 6`Σ

Bx : A→D by Theorem 3.11(i).
If Ω∈CC we getx:Ω `5Ω λy.xy : Ω→Ω by axiom (Ax-Ω) and rule (→I). By Theorem

3.11(i) we can derivex:Ω `5Ω x : Ω→Ω iff Ω ≤ Ω→Ω, i.e. iff Σ validates axiom (Ω-η).

If ν∈CC we get`5ν λy.xy : ν by axiom (Ax-ν), but we cannot derivex : ν from the empty
basis by Theorem 3.11(i).

(⇐) We prove that under the given conditions on type preordersΓ `Σ λx.Mx : A and
x /∈ FV (M) imply Γ `Σ M : A. We give the proof forλ∩Σ

Ω, that one forλ∩Σ
B being

similar and simpler. By Theorem 3.10(ii)Γ `5Ω λx.Mx : A implies that there areI,Bi, Ci

such thatΓ, x:Bi `5Ω Mx : Ci and
⋂

i∈I(Bi→Ci) ≤ A. If for somei we getCi∼Ω,

13
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then we can obtainBi→Ci∼Ω by axiom (Ω-η) and rule (η). Therefore we can forget those
Bi→Ci. OtherwiseΓ, x:Bi `5Ω Mx : Ci implies by Theorem 3.11(ii) and rule (S) that

Γ `5Ω M : Di→Ci, andΓ, x:Bi `5Ω x : Di, for someDi. By Theorem 3.11(i) we get

Bi ≤ Di, so we can deriveΓ `5Ω M : Bi→Ci using rule (≤), sinceDi→Ci ≤ Bi→Ci by

rule (η). Rule (∩I) implies Γ `5Ω M :
⋂

i∈I(Bi→Ci). So we can concludeΓ `5Ω M : A
using rule (≤). 2

5 Conclusions

We have provided characterization results for intersection type systems enabling
typing invariance w.r.t. various notions of reduction/expansion, likeβ, η and a
number of their restrictions.
These characterizations possess an interestper sein the syntactical theory of in-
tersection types. However, in our intentions, these results aim at being a first
step towards the investigation of possible semantic domains modelling exactly one
computational reduction/expansion rule, together with the possibility of combining
them in order to get models of complete conversions. All this, of course, exploiting
the finitary representability of semantic domains offered by intersection types.
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